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About This Game

Vignettes is a unique exploration game without text or characters, where objects shapeshift as you spin them around to wander
through a kaleidoscope of different moods and 5d3b920ae0
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: 2 GHz 64bit
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Fun little puzzle game with pretty great design. A little frustrating to navigate around the pieces sometimes but overall I really
enjoyed immersing myself in it for the time I played it. Would recommend if you like interesting mechanics in a puzzle game..
This is a simple charming game about puzzles and exploration, based on a spatial orientation mechanic. It is presented with no
words, which is a blessing for the aesthetics but a curse for the sometimes complicated ideas the game tries to convey. It is easy
to accidentally solve puzzles and cross one-way barriers, which can be disorienting and a little irritating, but it's a necessary
consequence of the game's mechanics. I was able to complete every puzzle and find every secret in one 3-hour sitting, and I
don't expect to play it again.. This is a simple charming game about puzzles and exploration, based on a spatial orientation
mechanic. It is presented with no words, which is a blessing for the aesthetics but a curse for the sometimes complicated ideas
the game tries to convey. It is easy to accidentally solve puzzles and cross one-way barriers, which can be disorienting and a little
irritating, but it's a necessary consequence of the game's mechanics. I was able to complete every puzzle and find every secret in
one 3-hour sitting, and I don't expect to play it again.. This is a simple charming game about puzzles and exploration, based on a
spatial orientation mechanic. It is presented with no words, which is a blessing for the aesthetics but a curse for the sometimes
complicated ideas the game tries to convey. It is easy to accidentally solve puzzles and cross one-way barriers, which can be
disorienting and a little irritating, but it's a necessary consequence of the game's mechanics. I was able to complete every puzzle
and find every secret in one 3-hour sitting, and I don't expect to play it again.. A very fun little puzzle game, a little bit buggy but
overall great.. Amazing game, found it accidentally and really enjoyed it. The art and colors really pop and are quite different
from everything else. The music is also super fitting, playful and simple. It reminds me of Fez with the way you manipulate
dimensions. The secrets are also super clever and creative, simple enough to figure out but some are also very complex
(especially the spooky parts). Transitions are super smooth, and I always love showing my high friends how much of a mind this
game can be. Actual 10/10. It made me so happy to play and even happier that I got all the achievements.

Vignettes now out on PC & Mac! : Vignettes is now available on PC & Mac, at a 10% discount for the launch week.. Vignettes
coming out on March 6 : After releasing to critical acclaim on iOS almost 2 years ago, a bigger & better version of Vignettes
will finally be coming to PC and Mac on March 6.
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